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Enki Speaks – Introduction
When Vedic texts were first discovered they had infinite amount of wisdom around
creation. Their description of how gods created universes, atmospheres, water,
skies, star, sun, moon, planet, creatures, and then would birth new creations, is all
recorded in those texts. Those texts then became the basis for numerous religions
and the religions are the teachings that millions of people on this planet currently
follow. A lot of your Hindu, Indian and Eastern European religions come from the
Vedic teachings.
The entities that first put together the Vedic texts knew that there was not going to be
a clear source of creation on this planet, or this plane, for a very, very, long time so
all they could do was provide stories for many minds to observe and think it was the
way everything was created. So, the stories of Lord Shiva, the stories of Hindu gods,
the stories of Ganesh, the stories of these gods are a way that creation was
recorded for others to think about how life started.
Dream time, indigenous cultures, ancient old peoples of the earth have similar but
different concepts of creation: skies moved into moons, water births creatures, out of
the mouth of a God comes the lotus flower. It doesn’t matter how they have
presented; they were all the pictures that they could offer to teach people that
creation exists.
Millions of years on - if you talk in time - greater understanding of creation starts to
form and those Vedic texts are still interplaying with how entities understand
creation. The reason that they are still playing through is because they have to
because those texts explain the interconnectedness of all life. They are not talking
about independent singular creations; they are talking about the gods that knew how
everything went together.
The reason to discuss, and understand about creation by gods, is because you are
Gods and when you know you are Gods, then all the stories of creation, however
they have been presented, become part of your repertoire of knowing the scale with
which you can create and have done. The formation of all reality – universe, life, star,
moon, sun - is created by God and you are one of those gods that created all of it. If
you listen to the teachings from the Vedic texts which were then handed down and
massaged into various religious texts through most cultures from the East, what you
have is a knowledge of creation that is pictorially accurate, even though it is showing
you that you are independent of those beings that created it.
It is designed to give you an awareness of the type of mind that would be able to
create like that. Someone brought that information into the earth and someone knew
how it would eventually translate. That someone is the topic for this area for our
Compendium of Thought and it is going to be delightful to explore who that someone
is and the names that it goes by.
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Enki Speaks - Chapter One
Forty days and forty nights information was delivered to understand the evolution of
a race of beings on a planet called Earth. This is my opportunity now to further
explain how creation is at the hands of the beholder.
Millions of years ago when I knew the ability to make a race of beings that would be
able to assist another race of beings of which I was part, I then took to a deep long maybe you could term it sleep, where I left the planet of earth and became an
observer of it. I went into this deep sleep of contemplation, the millions of years that
it took for me to realise how I was pivotal in the creation of life forms and whether
there was indeed a creator greater than that which I am.
Just as you have on the earth now stories of creation, so too I had stories of
creation, a great creator. The long sleep that I took myself into was a place where I
elected to contemplate whether I was that creator, or whether I was playing into the
hands of another creator who was responsible for what happened and what
continues to happen as a result of the choices that were made to manipulate DNA on
the planet. Was there another way? If there was another way, why didn’t I know it?
So I lay myself down to contemplate, without action, for what you could imagine was
a million years without action and I replay all the events because somewhere within
those events there is a deeper understanding of creation than any that I had
previously known. I watch in my mind the comings and goings, lifetimes of entities,
humans and gods, gods and humans, calamities and destructions, planets that want
to collide and then don’t, disruptive atmospheres. I contemplate whether there was
ever another way that none of the great minds that we were could have foreseen at
that time.
What was it that we didn’t know that I now do know? Contemplating the hand of God,
the great creator that chose to make a planet that would have such an atmosphere
that couldn’t sustain its own life forms forever. Am I that creator or is there another
hand that is greater than I, and if so, how could that be? Am I subject to the
movement of the planet, the orbit and the gravity that shake it and break it, and
although I have prophecy and destiny that show me what is ahead, why is it that I am
still subject to that creation? Who created the planet to be so volatile and unstable?
Is it a twist of fate or is there some other plan in action that I am yet unable to know?
All of this I lay and contemplated without action for I knew if I acted on any of my
summations, I would just be contributing more to a state that I did not understand,
playing a small role, a pawn on the chessboard, a piece in the puzzle. So, no matter
how large a piece I was playing at that time when I knew I needed to do things to
save myself, my species, my family, my planet, and then to make another planet
safe, I knew how to do those things and do them I did. But the question remained
unanswered: why were they happening anyway? Who made the decision that there
even was an earth to land upon? Who made the decision that the earth would even
have a creature that could have DNA manipulated and then become what it is?
All these contemplations I allowed because underneath each one of them lay a deep
unresolved wound within me that I had played God. What right did I have to make a
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species of living beings without their choice? And what happened after that are mere
comings and goings. Who was I to think I could do such a thing in the first place?
And if I was playing God then, which God was playing with me when it placed me on
a planet with the type of DNA that I had that didn’t know how to reform its own
atmosphere? So am I a product of another God’s creation too with my own fallibilities
coded into my own DNA, and so on and so forth, and where does it stop, or start?
The contemplations continued for eons of my time by my choice. In this deep sleep I
knew that my words would be found, record would be provided. Some retribution in
understanding how the choices were made and where they came about would come
forth, but it never changed the wound that made me question what right did I have. Is
there a grand design that I am unaware of, and am I just a piece in that grand design
and that this was always going to happen? And if this was always going to happen,
did I have a choice? Was it always there that those apelike creatures were placed on
a planet within reach of another planet that needed the resources, and it was known
that the planet that needed the resources also had the technology, the knowledge,
the longevity of life to know how to manipulate DNA with the apelike creatures and to
step them up from where they were even if what we gave them may be less than
perfect?
And in that grand plan was there also recognition that those apelike creatures would
eventually inhabit bodies that look somewhat like our own and yet they would have
other DNA that will come to them so that they were no longer our direct line of
protégés, and they could become their own unique species? Was all of this known
that then as time went on more DNA would be brought to those entities so that they
would become diluted again from what it is that we are and that they became our
evolution? Was all of that known and I was a pawn in a play that had no choice
because all I knew was that I had the skills, the knowledge, the motivation, the
passion and the will to bring up out of the ground a metal that would save lives on
my plane?
Who determined I had all those skills and was in the position to be first in line to a
throne and therefore the leader with those capacities to travel rather than someone
with the skills but not the linage that would take me there? Was that my creation or
another’s that put all those pieces together and made an Enki? And if in my long
sleep I found an answer to this question, will it change what happened? Could it
change what happened? Could I now return to the beginning of this story when I
began it and rewrite it all once I understood who the creator of the entire story was
and how indeed it placed a planet beside a planet that had the resources it required?
Is that mere coincidence or is that creation and whose creation is it?
Did I or my race manifest that because we needed a planet that had these resources
in it, we would therefore somehow gravitate that planet towards us? But it would not
be so simple as to allow it to just appear in the sky, we would have to travel to it and
then as we travelled to it, it would not be so simple as for those resources to be just
there for our hands to pick up if we were indeed having hands? Did we create that
they would have to be so buried in the depths of the planet that we would then have
to mine them out of the ground and then we had to use resources at our disposal to
get that metal from the ground? Did we create all of that for our own adversity and
learning that I would now lay for a million years in sleep to contemplate? Is that what
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I created as the God that I am, or is there another far greater than I that is weaving
its magic through entire lives and I am merely a pawn in a play?
Of this I lay and rest.
So, the Vedic texts as we want to talk about them for a moment, are there to explain
creation - not the creator of those texts. Who could have written them? One that was
observing the creation or one that was making the creation? Of this I contemplate
also because I had a hand in writing those texts. They were my descriptions of
creation as I left the earth plane oh so long ago. So how I left you with false wisdom
and ignorance just as I am, or do you now know something I don’t know, and indeed
you are the evolution of my own DNA because I created you to be thus unbeknownst
to me.
My story in contemplation is long in time and it would only be millions of years before
I could wake myself to observe what was left of these earthling creatures that I left
behind. What I come to observe now is a miracle indeed. I observe perhaps that you
do know more than I do. I observe that the culmination of the DNA codes has stood
you in great stead. You still lack longevity but that will come. I observe that perhaps
my plan and my choices were not so bad after all when I lifted you up from the apes
and gave you my DNA. That the intelligence you hold, the great brain as you term it,
is indeed a useful mechanism. You are not close in technology to where my species
were, but you have other qualities based on the culmination of DNA strands within
you that we didn’t ever have.
I look upon you now after my deep sleep and I wonder that I created a miracle and if
it was not I that gave that DNA to those apes, what would you be? What would you
be if it was another race of beings that came to a planet called Earth and saw
primates that had potential latent to become sentient beings and could have DNA
inserted because even that is a specific code for that to work? And that time would
be friendly to them that we could test and change and wait and learn and give and
breed, and that you – human - in another form are nothing like what I am. If I didn’t
come and do this, was it a predestined reality that it would happen anyway? Is there
a split reality where you exist the same as you do now only you don’t have any of my
DNA because this was always going to be the way?
As I look at you now, those that are clearly advanced in their knowledge, I start to
see traits of extraordinary beings that perhaps are the ones that sent my planet to
your planet in the first place because those beings knew that our adversity is what
would give us the momentum to move that species forward ever quicker. If we didn’t
need the gold and we didn’t have the gold buried deep within the bowels of the
planet, we would have left the primates alone.
So I see in some way that perhaps the great creator of this is none other than
those that I observe now - the humanoids, the earthlings, the humans that
house the minds of extraordinary beings – gods - who knew that they would
need a race of forthright warring powerful genetics with a passionate will to
survive and keep their own planet alive. And the only way that would happen is
if it was difficult because if we had have landed on your planet and the gold
was on the surface, we would have just taken it all and left.
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As I look at you now I wonder if perhaps you are my creator and not the other way
around and that you were the ones playing God so that I would be able to
manipulate DNA and make from the clay of the earth sentient beings who would then
go on to be God man and God woman. What a paradoxical quandary that puts us in.
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Enki Speaks - Chapter Two
Not everyone knows who I am, nor should they. Very few think of me as a God of
any import. I certainly don’t stand in the shoes of your Buddha or your Jesus and
revered as a messiah, and nor should I. The reason to communicate is to explore
creation in such a way that fingers are not pointed, blame is not laid, and anger is put
to bed because we are a great race and we have our fallibilities and many a problem
- as do you. Do you have those problems because we do, and are we yet mirrors of
each other developing a greater consciousness that as you evolve and aware of a
greater way of being, it reflects back to us?
If I were to be known by all - open slather on your planet - I would be targeted much
as your presidents and prime ministers are. Fingers pointed - how dare I do what I
did and take God into my own hands and not consider the long-term ramifications of
what I was doing for my own seeming gain or that of my planet. I didn’t collect the
gold to put it into my pockets. Funny how that is how it plays out in your reality now. I
collected it to save a race of people, beings - my methods, the best that I knew at
that time. My remnants - tabernacles left behind, citadels, mountains, caverns monuments of reminders that this planet has been visited and inhabited by great
beings who are not primitive like those that live on it in this now.
Why have you forgotten all those beings that have been and visited? Why have you
forgotten? Can you point that finger at my DNA because I took that away from you,
or is it again another grand creation in action that you have been unable to see
because you have been so thickly woven into it just as I was until I slept for a million
years without action? If you were to sleep for a million years now and contemplate
everything that you know, and all the choices that you made, would you find a
greater plan in action than the one where your choices are determined by your own
free will? Would you start to discover that you really were part of a greater whole
plan in your multitude of lifetimes - if you were in reincarnational states? You forgot
there were gods here - great beings, extra-terrestrials as you may term them - of
many shapes and styles. Why did you forget that, it wasn’t that long ago?
Could it be that this also is part of a very grand plan that only a long contemplation
without action would illuminate? So, when we take away the blame and the fingerpointing at circumstances that seem to be out of our control, what are we left with?
We are left with our own actions and decisions and choices that are driven from a
knowingness within that in some way must be interconnected to a greater wisdom.
Or, we take the full responsibility for the inept decisions we make.
Creation is interlinked. All the stories will tell you this - the way the gods created
everything. If creation is not interlinked then who is deciding that a billion people
forgot there were ever extra-terrestrials on their planet, or that they even existed? It
is certainly not I that is making those choices for you. So, we look a little closer at
DNA and what it is that you collected to make a human creature - part of what I am
and part of others. Did you choose en masse - there are billions of you, you are all
the same, near enough - that that is what you would hold? Up until 100 years ago
there were a handful that would even consider extra-terrestrials - a few more than a
handful proportionately. Who are you, human creatures? Did you ever stop to
wonder who created your bodies and why there are so many of you the same?
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I wanted to come to speak mostly to reveal my understanding of the long
contemplation I had around the role I played in taking primitive beings and making
them into something other than that, but the further that I went in my contemplation,
the more questions it seemed to bring up, especially when I woke to observe who
you are now. I didn’t tell you to forget us. Who did? I didn’t change your memories
through time. Who did? And so, I sit and contemplate now as I look at you, what my
DNA is the product of, and what my beliefs of creation are and what I take as truth.
And I start to recognise that I am no lesser nor more than you so perhaps it is time
we worked together to discover who created us. Who gave me this plethora of traits,
understanding as they stand, and why are they so different to others? And why do I
accept that that is what I am?
Could it be that the great planet Nibiru is coming back, not to observe or create
havoc with its creation but to learn with it? Are we now going to be taught by you
because you are greater than we are? And are you now going to share your
conscience and everything that you have learnt along the way with us because we
have never been exposed to what you have been exposed to? You can show us
what the effect of a concept of reincarnation is and you can show us the effect of a
concept that there are gods that we must pray to, so that we now come close to you
just as all the other entities are desirous to observe and understand - something so
unique and so profound in how it has been put together.
Do we love you? No. Do we care for you? No. Do we want you to live? Yes. Do we
think that we need to destroy you or your planet? No.
You started out as our experiment and a necessity but the product of my long
contemplation is, I am starting to begin to understand that perhaps you are the
gods and you set it up all along so that you - great incarnate beings - would
hold the keys to such diverse wisdom that we could all come to learn from
you. Not as our experiments but as our teachers because your life has given
you such rich adversity and diversity - including amnesia and the pretence of
reincarnation and numerous other convoluted thought realities - that as I look
upon you now, I see a God far evolved from where I am who chose a very, very
well thought out plan to be what it is - an ambassador of universes, and that I
have much to learn from you as do many others who come in witness.
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Enki Speaks - Chapter Three
Let’s consider that I bring you as you are now, to meet with myself, my learned
council, and the elected ruler of the planet at that time we take you to. You come
alone, and you meet with us. Let’s say that that is what we do now. You stand before
us as the product of our DNA - plus a number of others – a million years henceforth
from when it was that we first thought about moving towards a planet called Earth.
You stand before us as an emissary of the future and you tell us what is going to
happen. That we will discover a planet that will save our atmosphere. That we will
need to mine, and we will need to manipulate the DNA so make sure we take all the
codes and the knowledge with us before we leave our planet and that is intact as we
arrive.
We need to know how it is to splice that DNA and then we need to know how it is
that we would breed with that and how we would replicate species so that it could
become multitudinous and could then inhabit an entire planet. And that planet would
then go through upheavals and shifts and changes and that we would need to know
how to make sure that that species stayed alive. And that we would create issues
between those species because that would bring richness to each of the entities
there and create ever greater adversity that would then force those entities to learn
things that they would never learn on any other plane in any other time.
You would then stand before us and you would tell us that if we don’t do this, our
planet will die. So, we stand before you – God - and we nod our heads. You become
one of our prophets because of course you didn’t turn up in form, you just passed the
message to those of us that are seers, psychics - it’s not our word - the intuitive
ones. They see glimpses of this transition of these things. They don’t tell it all at once
because of course you are clever enough to feed it through in dribs and drabs
because if you told us that all at once we probably wouldn’t do it.
You provide us with flashes of knowledge as it is required and this is how you get
there. I will give you the exact coordinates: bang - this is a species you are looking
for: bang - this is where the gold is, and so on and so forth. You show us that
through time we need to teach things - reincarnation, gods that are greater than
ourselves. And you keep directing us with this wisdom, oh divine profit that you are.
We don’t know who you are because we can’t see you, but we feel your presence.
You are like a God to us and you keep directing us, including as it is the need for our
planet to be in communication with yours, long time down into the future which may
be where we are right now. You tell us in your mind that we need to send another
ship onto your earth and reveal ourselves so that all the entities on the earth may
see what they are, that they are like us.
You are feeding this wisdom through to the seers and we act on those destinies. We
always act on those prophetic messages because they come from a source greater
than what we are as we seem to know it. We move forward on the basis of your
instructions because you have seen how it all came to pass. And that what came of
us intervening on your planet brought into being the greatest gods who are humble
and wise, virtuous and righteous, powerful, meaningful and understand things that
no singular race of species could understand because they are a conglomerate, a
cohesion of many. We follow your lead because you showed us the way. Or was it
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some other God that did that? How could it be because if it is some other God that
did that then that God would be directing you, and you are the product of our
experiment?
Now we start to understand my million years of contemplation in deep sleep without
action because something in me is reversing the wound of my choices, and
something in me is starting to put together a recognition that it is all interlinked. And
that just as you are the destiny maker in that vision who came to tell us how it would
be, we are leaving behind destiny lines that you walk on, that lead you to us. Is one
lesser or greater than the other? After many, many, lifetimes of contemplation I
start to think that perhaps we are all one and the same.
Before we go any further let’s suppose that we teleport you from where you are right
now to our Great Hall and you stand in the presence of our glorious leader
surrounded by Lord Enki, Lord Enlil, Nephilim, and all our offspring. You see in front
of you that we look very much like you, not exactly but very similar - taller, larger.
And you see as you look at us a slant in our eyes that sends a shiver through your
spine and you feel a fear for your life. As you stand in front of us - there are many of
us - you feel subject to our creation - our subject - because as you approach us the
DNA within you that we created you as our subjects, our “slaves” starts to turn on.
Something in you starts to activate that says, “I will do as you bid me to do because
that is how you created me to be.” You bow before us and I Lord Enki look at you
and send you back because the one that I just brought is not the one that I know.
I return you to your planet along with all the billions of others that are like you at that
time and I know it is not time because you are lesser than I. I did not bring you there
to see you as any less than what you are. So although in that time your DNA tripped
you over, and you were reduced to the subject and the slave material that we had
created you as, I send you back to reincarnation to forget - over and over and over
and over. Until the next time I pick you up and bring you to stand in front of us the Lords of this planet, the great beings that we are - I see that your DNA has
changed and no longer does it vibrate with such a state of slavery and subject,
and you hold within you the true power of the God that you are. Then I know
that my creation is complete - as you directed it to be to me.
Who created who?
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Enki Speaks - Chapter Four
When I sent you back the first time to continue your reincarnation you left frustrated
and your spirit was yearning - screaming almost - for a greater destiny. From where I
stood, I had no choice because you had created that path as the only way through.
After my long sleep I started to realise that perhaps I had more of a hand in these
creations than I had previously understood, and I could influence a greater potential
for you and that my seers may not know as much as they think that they know.
Perhaps rather than sending you back into forgetfulness and reincarnation - which
you told me to do - it was within me to offer you a different path.
So, this time when you presented yourself shaking in your boots as the subject
based on the DNA that you still held and I sent you back again, I sent you back with
codes of wisdom that you didn’t previously hold. I upgraded you so to speak because
I wondered that perhaps that was a greater reality for you rather than going back and
forgetting. When you returned that time as I observed, you returned with memories
of previous lifetimes, memories of meeting certain races of beings - not necessarily
myself. But certainly, there was more to you that time when you went back. I
watched with wonder at how quickly you then evolved, and what was taking millions
of years of ongoing lifetimes using up multitudinous bodies – small, medium and
large - I saw that when you met me that time and I knew to hand you those codes,
that thousands of lifetimes were saved.
I spoke to my brother and I said, “If that can happen for one, what would happen if
we did that for many?” Remember we too have moved on millions of years; our
planet has stabilised. And my brother said, “Lord Enki by rights I think you might be
right.” What would happen if we sent one of us there as a great teacher that could
open the doorway for those lost and forgotten minds, and return their wisdom that
they had forgotten over and over and over?
“And tell them that there were extra-terrestrials and remind them of all the
great places on the planet where things were buried, where information was
held, and open the doors for truths that were lost. What if we could send one
of us down there to be one of these great teachers?”
And so, we did. And many of you came to listen and learn what it is that we
knew. Not because we were manipulating your DNA, but because we were
unlocking it. And then when we teleported you back - another time to stand in
front of us - we were marvellously surprised because from within you, we
could see that you were not alone anymore in that journey of remembering.
There were many of you who had leapt thousands of lifetimes ahead just
based on that information we sent via one of us as a great teacher. We rejoiced
at what we saw because in that moment we knew that we too had evolved to
such a place that we were bringing life and creation into the original
inhabitants of a tumultuous, often times volatile, unstable planet.
We knew that by seeing you this time, and the many others that were
represented through your eyes, that you would have tools that we never had to
save a planet as it went through its own calamitous changes.
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We wondered for a moment if what you were showing us was how to save our own
planet the next time it breached the controls and was close to destruction. For we
love where we live, we love our planet. It is also the clay of what we are. It supports
our longevity, its atmosphere is kind to our minds, and it breeds life. We seek not to
reside somewhere else and we recognise that the earth is your home earthling. It too
is precious to its inhabitants. When you came back that time and showed us you
were one of many that had evolved to such an extraordinary state of mind based on
the teachings that you were given to unlock your DNA - which is broader than our
own - we saw what you were telling us is, that we don’t need to return to the earth
like we did once before and make it our home away from home and take it over
because our planet is moving too close to a sun and likely to be destroyed or
radically altered so that it no longer supports our lives.
When we looked at you what we saw reflected back was potentials to use our minds
in ways that we never knew and that we too could be the creator and hold and
support our planet through our minds and our love and our will, the same thing that
sent us to earth in the first place. You showed us there was another way aside from
the technology and the weaponry and warfare that we were proposing to use to
inhabit your planet should ours be disposed of. You have heard the stories of the
threat to Nibiru returning - the Anunnaki coming back, reclaiming the earth. The
stories are true because we didn’t know any other way to save ourselves and yours
is the only planet that we have found to support us. But what you showed us - you
and the communication with other minds such as yours - is that we have the power
within us to now know that we create our own destiny for this planet Nibiru and it is
no longer subject to the great creator out there that we always thought was making
these things happen on a scale that we had no control over.
Your mind, which we observed, has put into play another alternative. And we have
time; we have a lot of time because time is different for us on our planet. We have
time to teach these concepts to show us all how we can indeed change the trajectory
of our entire planet and save it from certain demise through the will of our mind and
the recognition that we are indeed that creator. I think you would call it a breath of
fresh air.
When we sent the great teacher down to you to give you back your memories and to
reintegrate for you codes that would unlock your DNA, did we have a precognitive
awareness that this would be the outcome and all along were we supporting life on
your planet and ours without knowing it? Our virtuous move to give you an
opportunity that one time to take back codes that would unlock your DNA, and then
to send a great teacher to teach many of similar things, comes back to us a
thousand-fold. Therein lies one of the many secrets of God - what you get is what
you give. We didn’t do it for love, we didn’t do it for an experiment, and we didn’t do it
for ourselves, we just did it for you because we saw something reflected in you that
we knew could do with a little bit of help.
And therein lies the future of the planet called Nibiru, based on the virtuous
teachings of God.
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Enki Speaks - Chapter Five
The virtuous teachings of God. After my long sleep in contemplation it came to me
that there was more to this thing called God than I had previously understood and
the part I play is determined by my forthright understanding of what it is that God is.
We would choose to be called God, the God of the earth, the Lord, the God of our
planet. We would choose that as if it had a birthright and it was delivered to us, and
we wore it like a lapel badge on a uniform. But it came to me after those million years
of contemplation that there is certainly more to this than I ever understood, and that
this God has a mighty plan.
That plan includes myself and every other living form and I am not independent or
dependent on how that plan is put together for as I change – create, manipulate, do
anything - the entire plan changes with me. Each micro or macro decision I make is
interlinked with the great mind of God, it is not independent of it. It is it so that if I
make one change the ripple on effect is felt everywhere and that is the same for
every living creature, everywhere, nothing is left out. It doesn’t matter what I do so
my change or my choice or my action is not dependent on God to direct it, but it is
not independent of everything as it occurs. If my action is virtuous, then virtuous
actions will occur. The mind of God will adjust accordingly. If my action is barbarous,
the mind of God will concur, and the plan will ripple forth the same so that what
reflects back to me is more destruction.
I learned through those millions of years that my planet is also neither dependent nor
independent of that which I am, meaning that it is not dependent on me, it is its own
living form. But it is not independent of me either because as I would make a virtuous
move - such as teaching you those codes - it would come back a thousandfold and
allow me the wherewithal to save my planet in ways I had never thought of.
When I went back to my original questions and the wound that was in me that
suggested I was playing God, and what right did I have, and there was this creator of
above me that had placed all of these elements to be the tabernacles with which I
would form my creations in, I recognised again that I am neither dependent on those,
nor independent. Meaning that my life did not depend on all those creations that I
had observed the elements of my reality that the great creator had provided, did not
depend on that. What I knew is that my life, my action, my thought, my doing, would
allow all of those elements to move in whatever way my small or large choices would
make because as I adjusted - made choices - the entire fabric of reality would move
with me. My long, long, contemplation around this wound - the errors that I made via
those choices - led me to realise that they were never errors, they were just choices,
and that God, which is not independent of me, would adjust all reality based on what
it was that I did.
Once I healed from that wound and made another choice, whatever that may be, all
reality would move again. Such is the mind of God that is not independent of
anything. I knew then that I am as much God as I am not God because I have a mind
that can make a choice to do something seemingly independent of all potential
realities, because I do not have the wherewithal to understand how it would all
connect together - which would imply I am not God. The moment I make that choice,
I focus it into reality, and it becomes God that I am - which is never independent of
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me - and would instantaneously make all the adjustments so that the entire fabric
moves with me. After that long deep contemplation sleep without action, I knew that
there was no creator greater than me, but I was free to play in all the creations that
God had offered. As I played in all those creations that God had offered, and I
manipulated or changed within those, they would change with me. This to me meant
God is as I am.
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Enki Speaks - Chapter Six
It has taken me a long time to recognise in myself what a God is. I was called a God;
many people on my planet are called gods. I behaved as a God would. I worshiped a
god - a creator. I worshipped gods, accepting that they made everything. If I loosen
the hold on my own DNA which I have had for nigh on eternity, or as long as I can
remember … I have always been Anunnaki … if I release this DNA to the wind I see
now how it is that I truly can be God and that all of my presupposed ideas of God whether they be taught or learned, tried on for size - can disappear like dust in the
wind and this being that I am can be released forever from its eternal binds into a
reality that it thought was everything.
This is what I have learnt and as I strip the DNA from myself, I am becoming
more like you and I am realising that my journey is not to go back and fix the
decisions and the choices I made, but rather it is to go forward and be greater
than those choices because I have gained all the wisdom from them.
This has been my life and now I strip the DNA from myself. I get to walk out of what it
was I thought was myself and become ever greater. This will be for me a challenge
because there will be many who wish to hold me where I am, yet I know I have many
helpers to move me forward into a greater expression of myself.
All I ask of you now as you listen to or read these words is that you release
Enki from any identity, from any past, from any genetics, from any stories, and
you let him evolve, just as you choose to do for yourself, so that I too can be
free. This is what I ask. And the memory of my name and all that I have done
should always include this final speech so that you can know forever that
everyone can change … everyone … release me from your past and as you do
that the gift that you will receive in return is … the binds to the DNA that held
you fixed and alike that which I am, will be released so that you too may move
forward without those limitations.
This is my final request and gift to humanity. As it is, so it is.
Enki Speaks

Please send this to anyone you choose. All we ask is, you let them know of the website
The Compendium of Thought so they have their own experiences there.
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